
Unlock your access to trials  
and patient access to treatments.
We’re empowering 
community sites with (free) 
direct access to the right trials 
with top global sponsors, 
promoting more inclusive 
research and more effective 
treatments for all.

Increase your access  
and visibility to the right 
trials and sponsors.

Take the reins  
and increase your chance 
at selection for trials.

Save time  
and make securing  
your next trial easier.

Get individualized  
support and guidance 
from a team on a mission.

Showcase your  
site’s diverse  
patient populations  
and capabilities.

Join 2.4k+ other researchers in 45+ countries already on Inato to:

Of all of the ways sites could find trials, this by far has to be the easiest. 
MOHSIN ALAGI, CCRC,  

DIRECTOR OF CLINICAL RESEARCH, UNIVERSAL RESEARCH GROUP, LLC



Bring the right trials to your community. Here’s how:

*Based on 2022 Site Satisfaction Survey data.

Learn more at inato.com  
or email us at contact@inato.com.

Sign Up & Setup Profile
Provide basic details like your location 

and disease areas of interest to help us 
recommend the most relevant trials. Review Trials & Protocols

Review our latest listings of global trials.  
Early Interest Trials allow you to indicate interest  
in future trials and provide protocol feedback.  
Open Trials are actively accepting applications.

Assess Trial Fit
Once you find a trial, take our five-minute 

Check Your Fit assessment to determine 
your likelihood of meeting criteria. Apply & Stand Out

Complete your trial Enrollment Plan.  
Share compelling details to help you stand out  
to sponsors, such as diverse patients, staff,  
site capabilities, and experience.

Get Verified
 We work with you to complete your Enrollment Plan 

with an attainable Inato Verified Commitment and 
the right proof for your best chance at selection. 

For top-matched sites, we provide an Inato 
Recommendation that our sponsors trust.

Get Support
Your Site Support manager is dedicated to 
helping you get selected and obtain answers and 
feedback from sponsors quickly. Once selected, 
they support you in enrollment to ensure you 
achieve your goals with peak performance.

95% of sites agreed Inato is less 
burdensome than traditional feasibility forms.*

88% of selected sites stated Inato’s 
approach significantly increased their  
chance at selection.*

98% of sponsor respondents were 
confident in Inato’s Verified Commitment.*
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